Abstract-Our work is studying the optical nonlinearity properties of Chlorophyll-a doped epoxy resin polymer with TiO2 nanoparticle effect. Using EZ-scan technique with continuous wave Nd: Chlorophyll YAG laser operating at (532) nm wavelength as an excitation source. The samples exhibit absorption nonlinearities which due to saturable absorption (SA) process. The nonlinear refractive index n2 is a positive sign, indicates self-focusing optical nonlinearity process. The nonlinear refractive index n2, and the nonlinear absorption coefficient B are found to be of the order of 10 -11 cm 2 /W and 10 -1 cm/W respectively. The Tio2 nanoparticle concentration enhancing the nonlinear optical properties of samples.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HE phase, change the frequency of incident light, and the polarization could be control for nonlinear optical properties of materials. The field which study of the phenomena that happen as a result of the amendment of the optical properties of a material system in the presence of light called non-linear optics. The laser light is preferred to modify the optical properties of system due to the high intensity of it. The optical properties of organic materials have been attracting considerable attention, and this due to their it can be used in several applications in optoelectronic and photonic applications such as, optical switching, optical telecommunications devices, and optical disks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The liquid system of organic dye have some the problems, so, the solid matrices containing host doped with dyes have been developed to solve this problem [6] [7] [8] . In recent years nanoparticle composites have attracted the attention of many researchers due to their great enhancement in the mechanical, electrical, optical, magnetic, thermal and nonlinear optical properties. Which have, the development of fast, low optical loss materials and large values of third order nonlinear susceptibility χ [9] [10] [11] [12] . The Z-scan technique proposed by Sheik-Bahae based on the spatial distortion of a laser beam is a simple method to study the nonlinear optical properties of materials [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Recently, the focus was of interest in the outer edges of the beam rather than the central part, to increase the sensitivity, and the name of the method is eclipsing Z-scan or EZ-scan [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this work the effect TiO2 nanoparticles on the nonlinear optical properties of Chlorophyll dye doped epoxy resin polymer was studied using EZ-scan technique. This work is a part of the continuous effort of The Energy and Renewable Energies Technology Center, University of Technology, Baghdad, Iraq EXPERIMENTAL A. Material:
The Chlorophyll dye was extracted from the parsley according to the method used by N. Yamauchi and T. Minamide (1985) method. The dye has the chemical formula (C55H72MgN4O5) and molar mass (893.51 g/mol). Acetone has the chemical formula (CH3COCH3) and molar mass (58.08 g/mol) with purity (99 %), from the Gainland Chemical Company (UK). The dye doped in epoxy resin (Euxit 50 KI) supplied by Egyptian Swiss chemical industries company, which consists of two materials, the first called the base (resin), denoted by the letter (A), and the second material called sclerosing (hardener) and denoted by the letter (B) with ratio mixer (A:B) (3:1). The TiO2 nanoparticle was used with particle size (25) nm, which supplied from Intelligent Materials Pvt. Ltd company.
B. EZ-Scan method:
To determine nonlinear optical properties dyes we employed the EZ-scan technique developed by T. Xia et al. EZ-scan experiments were performed with Nd:YAG laser at (532) nm wavelength. The laser beam has a beam waist of (85) μm, and the Rayleigh length ZR of (42) mm. A 30 cm focal length lens was used with input power (10) mW, and the sample thickness is (0.6) mm. The nonlinear absorption coefficient was calculated by using the normalized transmittance T(z) [9, 10, 11] :
Where: qo (z)= Io Leff β / [1+ ], and , the effective length of the sample, L is the thickness of the sample, α is a linear absorption coefficient, and I0 is the intensity of the laser beam at the focus (z = 0). The nonlinear refraction n2 was calculated according equation [12] : figure (2) . It was noted the α-Chlorophyll spectrum invisible reign of light, and the absorption peak at a wavelength (670) nm, which increase as the concentration of TiO2 increased. Open EZ-scan was used in order to calculate the nonlinear absorption coefficient β of the samples. The figure (3) showed the transmittance of laser beam after pass through the sample, which varies with position of the sample (z). It was observed, when the samples away from focal point (z=0), the nonlinear exhibit does not appear, and when the sample close to the focus (z=0), the transmittance increase to form a peak at the focus, which indicates the saturable absorption (SA), i.e. negative type of nonlinear absorption coefficient [13] . The closed aperture EZ-scan was used by placing the disc in front of the photodetector, this allowed to determine the magnitude and sign of the nonlinear refraction index (n2). The closed aperture curve from close EZ-scan of the samples at different concentration of nanoparticle is shown in figure (4) . The EZ-scan curve exhibits peak-valley and change to valleypeak the nanoparticle concentration increased, this signature indicates the self-defocusing and self-focusing, where selfdefocusing is negative nonlinear refractive index n2 and selffocusing is a positive nonlinear refractive index n2 [14] . The nonlinear optical properties of samples an increase as the concentration of the nanoparticle increased, as shown in the table (1) . This may be attributed to increase the particles which absorb the laser light, and enhancing the thermal effect, where, the nonlinearity is due to thermal effects under CW laser irradiation [15] . Thus, increase the concentration of the nanoparticle enhancing the nonlinear optical properties of the samples. This good, to use the properties of these materials in various optical applications. The results of nonlinear optical properties of samples are agreed with the work of researcher [16, 17] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the nonlinear optical properties of α-Chlorophyll doped epoxy resin at various concentrations of TiO2 nanoparticle by using EZ-scan method with Nd:YAG laser at 523 nm wavelength. The dyes were characterized by a negative nonlinear absorption coefficient. It was observed an increase in nonlinear optical properties of samples as the concentration of nanoparticle increased, and the samples showed large nonlinearity properties. 
